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ABSTRACT 
A turbojet combustor comprising an a r r ay  of swirl  cans was evaluated in a rectan­
gular duct at conditions simulating supersonic flight. Tests were conducted a t  a pres­
su re  of 3 atmospheres, inlet-air temperatures of 540' and 1140' F (556 and 889 K), and 
combustor reference velocities up to 190 feet per second (57.9 m/sec). At combustor-
outlet temperatures near 2200° F (1478 K) combustion efficiencies were near 100 per­
cent. At a diffuser-inlet Mach number of 0. 3 and an outlet- to inlet-temperature ratio 
of 2. 5, the overall pressure loss was 4. 6 percent. At an inlet-air temperature of 
1140' F (889 K), temperature r i s e  variation ratios ATVR below 1.25 were obtained. 
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PERFORMANCE OF SWIRL-CAN TURBOJET COMBUSTORS AT SIMULATED 
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTOR-INLET CONDITIONS 
by H e l m u t  F. Butze, Arthur M. Trout ,  a n d  H a r r y  M. Moyer  
Lewis Research C e n t e r  
SUMMARY 
Swirl-can combustor elements consisting of a fuel-air mixing section, a swirler, 
and a diverging flameholder were  tested in an a r ray  of three rows of seven each. The 
swirl  cans were  mounted in a 15-inch- (0.381-m-) long, 33'-included-angle diffuser to 
give a burning length of 20 inches (0. 508 m) and a diffuser-inlet to exhaust-nozzle length 
of 39 inches (0.991 m). Tests were conducted over a range of fuel-air ratios at a pres­
sure  of 3 atmospheres, combustor-inlet temperatures of 540' and 1140' F (556 and 
889 K) and combustor reference velocities up to 190 feet per second (57.9 m/sec). 
In the range of fuel-air ratios required to give average combustor-outlet tempera­
tures  of 2200' F (1478 K), combustion efficiencies varied between 95 and 100 percent. 
At a diffuser -inlet Mach number of 0.3 and a combustor-outlet- to inlet-temperature 
ratio of 2. 5, the overall pressure loss A P / P  was  4 . 6  percent. Combustor-outlet 
temperature distribution improved appreciably with increasing inlet -air temperature. 
At a combustor reference velocity of 150 feet per second (45.7 m/sec), temperature 
distribution parameters astator and arotor decreased from 0.318 and 0.115, respec­
tively, at an inlet temperature of 540' F (556 K) to 0.211 and 0. 062, respectively, at an 
inlet-air temperature of 1140' F (889 K). Altitude blowout and reignition tests conducted 
at a combustor reference Mach number of 0.1 and a fuel-air ratio of 0.01 showed that 
at a pressure of 1.16 atmospheres no blowout occurred at inlet temperatures as low as 
100' F (311 K). At a pressure of 0.75 atmosphere, blowout occurred at an inlet-air 
temperature at 250' F (394 K). For reignition at this condition, it was necessary to 
increase the inlet-air temperature to 450' F (505 K). 
INTRODUCTlON 
Today's high-speed aircraft  missions, as well  as those of the future, require 
turbojet engines with high heat-release rates per unit volume. The Lewis Research 
I . .  
Center is engaged in  research directed toward the solution of related jet engine com­
bustor problems. A combustor made up of a 21-unit a r r ay  of swirl-can elements located 
in high-velocity a i rs t reams was investigated. 
Future combustors must be short  and capable of sustained performance at inlet-air 
temperatures above 1000° F (811 K) and at combustor-outlet temperatures above 2000' F 
(1366 K). In addition, combustor pressure loss must be low. These requirements for 
short  combustor length and low pressure drop impose severe mixing problems, with the 
result  that the combustor-outlet temperature distribution may be marginal. The high 
combustor-inlet and outlet temperatures coupled with high combustor-inlet pressures 
present severe durability problems. In addition, carbon and smoke formation may be in­
creased (refs. 1 and 2). Combustion efficiency, on the other hand, should not present a 
serious problem. Although no comprehensive document on the state of the art is available 
at the present time, some idea of the progress made along these lines may be obtained 
from references 3 and 4. 
This investigation was conducted to evaluate the concept of multiple combustor 
elements with liquid fuel at combustor-inlet conditions similar to those encountered in 
supersonic flight. Swirl-can combustors have been found to perform effectively with 
gaseous fuels (ref. 5), and with vaporized liquid fuels (ref. 6)- They offer the following 
advantages over conventional designs: 
(1)No complex fuel nozzles are required for  atomization. 
(2) Fuel-control orifices can be removed from the combustion zone, thus minimizing 
problems resulting from fuel cracking. 
(3) The modular construction provides a means of adjusting combustor-outlet tem­
perature profiles through swirl-can arrangement and through control of fuel flow to the 
individual swi r l  cans. 
(4)The absence of a secondary mixing liner should lower pressure-drop require­
ments and reduce durability problems. 
(5) The modular construction makes it possible to conduct a large portion of the 
developmental research in small  test facilities. 
The swirl-can elements consist essentially of an air-fuel mixing section followed by 
a diverging section which acts as the flame seat. Liquid fuel is mixed in an annulus with 
a small amount of combustion air and enters the conical section through a swirler. Addi­
tional combustion air enters the cone through an orifice. Most of the air flows axially 
past the swir l  cans; some of this air recirculates in their wakes and completes the com­
bustion reaction. Combustor wal ls  do not extend into the secondary combustion zone. 
Mixing of dilution air and combustion products is facilitated by the large interface a rea  
between the hot and cold streams. 
Tests were conducted in a connected-duct facility with a rectangular test section 
housing three rows of seven 2.9-inch- (0.0736-m-) diameter swir l  cans each. Combus­
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tion efficiency, pressure loss, and combustor -outlet temperature distribution data were 
obtained with ASTM A-1 fuel. Tests  were made over a range of fuel-air ratios at the 
combustor-inlet conditions shown in  table I (p. 11). 
TEST INSTALLATION 
A 12- by 30-inch (0.305- by 0.762-m) test section housing three rows of seven swirl 
cans each was installed in  a closed-duct test facility (fig. 1)connected to the laboratory 
air supply and exhaust systems. Combustion air at pressures up to 10 atmospheres was 
passed through an  indirect-fired heat exchanger which was capable of heating the air to 
600' F (589 K). For those conditions requiring a combustor-inlet temperature of 
1140' F (889 K), the air w a s  preheated further by a direct-fired (vitiating) preheater 
consisting of ten J71 single combustor cans. A set  of baffles w a s  installed downstream 
of the 571 cans to ensure a uniform temperature profile at the combustor inlet. Air­
flow rates and combustor pressures were regulated by remotely controlled valves up­
stream and downstream of the test section. 
Indirect- -Combustion a i r  
preheater 
measur ing 
or i f iceI I 
Flow-control 
,/ valve 
Atmospheric o r  
al t i tude exhaust 7 
I 
,-Direct-fired Combustion section, ,Exhaust nozzle Exhaust-
/' preheater \ \ con t ro l  
,Periscope valve, I 
I 
L
C 
L A 
Figure 1. - Combustor instal lat ion and aux i l i a ry  equipment. 
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Figure 2. - Combustor installation in test section. (Dimensions are in inches 1m).) 
Figure 3. - Test installation. 
The test sections (fig. 2), including inlet, diffuser, combustor, and exhaust nozzle, 
were scaled to simulate a 900 sector of a full annulus of a present-day turbojet engine 
with a 57-inch- (1. 45-m-) diameter outer casing. For ease of fabrication, the test 
sections were made rectangular in cross section with a height of 12 inches (0.305 m). 
The diffuser had a 330 included angle and was 15 inches (0.381 m) long. Because of the 
steep diffuser angle, it was necessary to install a pair of flow dividers to provide a 
uniform velocity profile and to prevent flow separation at the walls. The inlet sections 
of the swirl cans were located in the diffuser just downstream of the flow dividers. The 
combustor length could be varied in 6 -inch (0. 152 -m) increments by the insertion of 
additional test sections. Most of the tests were made with a can-outlet to exhaust-
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nozzle length of 20 inches (0. 508 m) and an overall length (diffuser inlet to exhaust 
nozzle) of 39 inches (0.991 m). A film-cooled liner extending from the downstream end 
of the swir l  cans to the exhaust nozzle was  used to protect the outer housing. The test 
installation is shown in figure 3. 
lnstrumentation 
Airflow rates were measured by square-edged orifices installed according to 
ASME specifications. Fuel flows were measured by turbine-type flowmeters, the output 
of which was  connected to frequency-to-voltage converters. 
The location of the pertinent instrumentation planes is shown in figure 1; the 
arrangement of the pressure and temperature probes is shown in figure 4. Pressures  in 
the inlet section were measured by means of five rakes, each consisting of five-point 
total-pressure tubes, and by four wall static-pressure taps (section A-A, fig. 4). Tem­
peratures were  measured by 10 Chromel- Alumel thermocouples (section BB, fig. 4). 
Combustor-outlet total pressures  and temperatures were recorded by means of a movable 
seven-point total-pressure and seven-point total-temperature rake (section C-C, fig. 4). 
The temperature probes were  constructed of platinum - 13-percent-rhodium platinum and 
were of the high-recovery aspirating type (type 6, ref. 7). The average reading of four 
static-pressure taps located as shown in figure 4 was  used as a measure of the static 
pressure at the exhaust nozzle. The exhaust rake is shown in figure 5. 
Steady -state pressures were measured and recorded by the laboratory's Digital 
Automatic Multiple Pressure Recorder (DAMPR) while non-steady -state pressures were 
measured by strain-gage -type pressure transducers and were processed by the labora­
tory's Central Automatic Data Processing System (ref. 8). The thermocouple and fuel 
flowmeter outputs were processed by the same system. Temperature and pressure 
surveys at the combustor exit were made by moving the probe horizontally across the 
exhaust nozzle at a speed which produced approximately one reading every 1/2 inch 
(0.0127 m). Data needed to monitor the operation of the combustor, such as fuel flow 
and airflow, combustor pressures,  and inlet and outlet temperatures, were  also dis­
played in the control room. A periscope mounted downstream of the exhaust nozzle pro­
vided a view of the individual swirl-can combustors. 
Calculations 
Combustion efficiency was defined as the ratio of actual temperature rise to theoret­
ical temperature rise. The amount of oxygen depletion resulting from vitiation of the 
combustion air was not considered significant and thus was ignored in the combustion 
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Figure 4. - Location of temperature and pressure probes in instrumentation planes. (A l l  dimensions are in inches (m).) 
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Figu re 5. - Exhaust rake. 
efficiency calculations. Combustor pressure loss boP /p was defined by the following 
expression: 
boP ::: Average inlet total pressure - Average exhaust total pressure 
P Average inlet total pressure 
Thus, the pressure loss includes the diffuser pressure drop. 
To describe the quality of the combustor-outlet temperature profile, the following 
temperature distribution parameters were established: 
(T R, local - T R, ideal) o _ m~ 
stator - b.T 
av 
where (TR local - TR 'deal) is the largest temperature difference between the 
, ,1 m~ 
highest local temperature on any radius and the ideal temperature for that same radius, 
and Tav is the average temperature rise across the combustor. 
(T - T ) R, av R, ideal 
o - m~ 
rotor - b.T 
av 
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where (TR, av - TR, ideal)m, is the largest temperature difference between the average 
circumferential temperature on any radius and the ideal temperature for that same 
radius. The te rms  radial and circumferential are used as though the test section were a 
sector of an annulus. The ideal radial temperature profile for simulated sea-level 
takeoff, as well as that for  cruise conditions, is typical of those encountered in advanced 
supersonic engines (ref. 3). The shape of the radial profile is generally dictated by the 
requirements of the turbine stator and rotor. In addition to the factors GStator and 
'rotor another parameter, used in the aircraft industry and based only on maximum and 
average temperature rise, was employed. It is defined as follows: 
ATVR = Maximum local combustor -outlet temperature - Average combustor -inlet temperature 
~~- .  ..Average combustor-outlet temperature - Average combustor -inlet temperature 
For the combustion efficiency calculations the combustor -outlet temperatures were 
mass-weighted, and the average was  based on the total number of readings taken in the 
survey. For the temperature profile calculations, the actual nonweighted temperatures 
were used; approximately 10 percent of the readings at  each side were disregarded to 
eliminate sidewall effects which would not be present in a complete annular combustor. 
COMBUSTORS 
The swirl-can combustors used in this investigation consisted essentially of three 
parts: a fuel-air mixing section, a swirler, and a diverging section serving as a flame 
seat. A sketch of a typical swi r l  can is shown in figure 6. Fuel w a s  supplied to each can 
through two open-end tubes with the flow -control orifices located outside the combustion 
chamber. The swi r l  cans were arranged in three rows of seven cans each with the cans 
staggered with respect to each other. The arrangement of the cans in the test section 
and the location of the fuel tubes are depicted in figure 7. The three half-cans shown in 
the figure were nonburning and were installed solely to provide uniform blockage. 
Two sizes of swi r l  cans were used; one with a maximum cone diameter of 2.9 inches 
(0.0736 m) and one with a diameter of 3.7 inches (0.0940 m). Two types of swirlers 
were tested (fig. 6): a radial swirler which injected the fuel-air mixture radially inward 
and an axial swirler which injected the mixture in an axial direction. The open areas of 
the two swirlers were approximately equal. A 3/4-inch- (0.091-m-) diameter hole in 
the center of the swirler supplied most of the combustion air. Most of the data were 
obtained with the 2.9-inch- (0.0736-m-) diameter cones and with the radial swirlers.  
In addition to these basic types a number of modifications were tested. They con­
sisted of V-gutter flame spreaders attached to the cans, perforated-metal blockage be­
tween the cans at several  different axial locations, and mixing tabs and scoops attached 
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Figure 6. - Swir l -can combustors. (Dimensions are in inches  (m).) 
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to the top and bottom cooling liners. Practically all the changes were made in an effort 
to improve the outlet temperature distribution. Besides the mechanical changes to the 
swirl-can combustors attempts were  made to reduce hot spots in the exhaust profile o r  
to alter the radial profile through adjustments in fuel-flow distribution. A list of the 
more important modifications tested is presented in table I1 (p. 13). 
A capacitor-discharge-type spark plug with an energy of 20 joules w a s  used to 
ignite the combustors. 
TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE 
Tests  were conducted over a range of fuel-air ratios at the combustor-inlet condi­
tions shown in table I: 
T A B L E  I. - COMBUSTOR-INLET CONDITIONS 
rcombustor-inlet pressure, 3 atm.]
L 
Test :ombustor- inlet :ombustor reference 
:ondition temperature velocitya 
.­
OF K ft/sec m/sec 
.. 
1 540 556 119 36. 3 
2 540 556 150 45. 7 
3 540 556 190 57.9 
4 1140 889 119 36. 3 
5 I140 889 150 45.7 
6 1140 889 190 57. 9 
aBased on maximum cross-sectional area of com­
bustor housing and static pressure and temper­
ature a t  diffuser inlet. 
-
From a combustion standpoint, the velocity through the combustor is a critical 
parameter, and hence the te rm combustor reference velocity is used in judging combus­
tor  performance. However, from an engine standpoint, data such as pressure loss and 
altitude performance can be better correlated if they are expressed in terms of Mach 
number. 
Conditions 1and 5, except for the pressure,  simulate approximately the combustor-
inlet conditions that would be encountered at sea-level takeoff and at Mach 3 cruise at an 
altitude of 65 000 feet (19 812 m), respectively. Average combustor-outlet temperatures 
of about 2200' F (1478 K) would be required at these conditions. For each test the fuel-
air ratio was increased until an average combustor-outlet temperature of 2200' F (1478 K) 
was attained or  until a maximum local temperature of 2700° F (1756 K) was reached. 
In addition, a few altitude blowout and reignition tests were made. They were  not 
11 
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intended to establish the complete altitude performance of the swi r l  cans, but were made 
to get an approximate idea of the altitude reignition capabilities of this type of combustor. 
Tests were made at a combustor reference Mach number of 0.1 at a fuel-air ratio of 
0.01. At a given pressure,  the combustor-inlet temperature was reduced gradually until 
blowout occurred. For the altitude reignition tests,  combustor-inlet temperatures were 
adjusted to a value slightly above that where blowout occurred, and an ignition test was 
made. If the combustor failed to igni-te, the temperature was increased gradually until 
ignition occurred. Both blowout and altitude reignition tests were made over a range 
of combustor- inlet pressures.  
A jet-type fuel conforming to ASTM A- 1specifications was used throughout the tests. 
The fuel had an average hydrogen-carbon ratio of 0.161 and a lower heating value of 
18 600 Btu per pound (43 300 J/g). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Combustor  DeveIopment 
The various combustor modifications were evaluated according to the following 
criteria: combustion efficiency, pressure loss, and combustor -outlet temperature 
distribution. On the whole, the combustion efficiency of all the modifications tested 
proved to be quite high (85 to 100 percent) and could not be used as a critical parameter 
to rate the various models. Similarly, pressure loss values did not vary greatly among 
the various models, except for those modifications where blockage w a s  purposely in­
creased in an attempt to improve mixing. Combustor-outlet temperature distribution, 
on the other hand, varied appreciably from model to model, and thus became the cr i te­
rion by which the performance of a particular modification was  judged. 
A list of the more important combustor modifications investigated is given in 
table II. Models 1to 4 are the original designs (two sizes of swir l  cans, each with two 
different swirlers). The other modifications, except for model 14, were made in an 
attempt to improve mixing and, hence, the temperature profile. Model 14 differed from 
model 13 only by the addition of narrow strips between cans to promote crossfiring. 
The combustor-outlet temperature profiles of models 1to 4 were rather poor. 
The 2.9-inch- (0.0736-m-) diameter cans (models 1 and 2) produced profiles with large 
peaks and deep valleys. The 3. 7-inch- (0.094-m-) diameter cans (models 3 and 4) ex­
hibited fairly uniform temperature distribution in the center of the duct, but the temper­
atures decreased rapidly toward the walls. Hence, it w a s  difficult to achieve high aver­
age combustor-outlet temperatures without exceeding the 2’700° F (1756 K) local-
temperature limit. We believe that the cans were too large to give good coverage of ths 
cross-sectional area without encountering excessive end effects, both at the sides and at 
the top and bottom. In addition, because of the increased blockage, the pressure loss of 
12 

TABLE II. - COMBUSTOR MODIFICATIONS 
irlodel VIaximum swirl- Type of swirler Fuel Other changes 
can diameter distribution 
in. m 
1 2.9 0.0736 Radial Uniform None 
2 2.9 0.0736 Axial Uniform None 
3 3.7 0.094 Radial Uniform None 
4 3. 7 0.094 Axial Uniform None 
5 2.9 0.0736 Radial Uniform V-gutters attached to cans a t  
downstream edges 
~~~ 
6 2.9 0.0736 Radial Uniform Perforated -metal blockage between 
cans in plane of swirlers 
7 2.9 0.0736 Radial Uniform Perforated -metal blockage between 
cans at downstream edge of cans 
8 2.9 0.0736 Radial Uniform Two rows of mixing tabs attached 
to cooling liner 
9 2.9 0.0736 Radial teduced fuel Same a s  for model 8 
o selected 
:ans 
~~~~ 
1 0  2.9 0.0736 Radial rop row Same as for model 8 
:nriched 
11 2.9 0.0736 Radial rop row Same as for model 8 
.eaned out 
12 2.9 0.0736 Radial 3ottom row Same as for model 8 
enriched 
13 2.9 0.0736 Radial Uniform Mixing scoopsbetweencans in 
top and bottom rows; mixing tabs 
attached to cooling liner at ramp 
1 4  2.9 0.0736 Radial Uniform Same as for model 13 plus narrow 
cross  -fire s t r ips  between cans 
13 
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models 3 and 4 was greater than desired. Tests made with the axial swirlers (models 2 
and 4) produced generally poorer profiles (higher peaks and deeper valleys) than those 
made with the radial swirlers (models 1 and 3). As  a result, subsequent tests were 
restricted to  modifications of the 2.9-inch- (0.0736-m-) diameter cans equipped with 
radial swirlers. 
The next attempt at improving the profile consisted of adding V-gutters to the cans 
(model 5) in order to spread the flames. Only a slight improvement in temperature 
distribution was realized, not enough to compensate for the increase in pressure loss 
resulting from the increased blockage. 
The next modifications to improve mixing consisted of adding perforated -metal 
blockage between the cans in two different axial locations: in the plane of the swirlers 
and in the plane of the can outlets (models 6 and 7). Instead of improving the profile, 
these changes made the temperature distribution considerably worse. In addition, the 
pressure drop increased sharply because of the greatly increased blockage. It was con­
cluded that blockage between cans impedes the recirculation of air in the wake of the 
cans. Hence, this approach was discontinued. 
The next modification (model 8) consisted of adding angle tabs to the cooling liner in 
order to deflect some of the air which would normally sweep along the top and the bottom 
of the cooling liner toward the center of the can a r ray  and thus promote mixing. Two 
rows of tabs were added, one just downstream of the swirl cans and one at the start of 
the nozzle ramp. The tabs straddled the cans and protruded about 1 inch (0.0254 m) into 
the stream. This technique produced a marked improvement in the temperature dis ­
tribution with a negligible increase in overall pressure loss. 
With the geometry of configuration 8 efforts were made to alter the temperature pro­
file, either radial or circumferential, by controlling the fuel flow to the various swir l  
cans (models 9 to 12). These efforts were only moderately successful. When the tem­
peratures near the side walls were too high, they could be reduced by decreasing the fuel 
flow to the end cans. Similarly, it was found possible to exercise some control over the 
radial profile by varying the fuel flow to an entire row of cans. However, where one o r  
two pronounced hot spots were found in the profile, efforts to trace them back to certain 
swirl cans and then reduce the fuel flow to these cans generally were not successful. 
Another attempt at improving mixing w a s  made by replacing the upstream rows of 
angle tabs with scoops (model 13). The scoops were 2 inches (0.051 m) wide and 
0. 5 inch (0.013 m) high and were attached to the cans in the top and bottom rows so as 
to straddle the cans (figs. 2 and 7). The discharge opening of the scoops was 2 inches 
(0.051 m) by 1 . 4  inches (0.036 m). This modification generally produced the best r e ­
sults, although the improvement over model 8 was not great. 
The data presented in this report (table III), with the exception of the altitude blow­
out and reignition tests, a r e  those obtained with model 13. Blowout and reignition tests 
14 
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TABLE m. - COMBUSTOR PERFORMANCE DATA 
(a) Combustiontests. Model 13; pressure, 3 atmospheres. 
~ 
Inlet-air Airflow Nominal Fuel -a ir  Average Zoombustion :ombustor Temperature
-
emperaturc reference ratio combustor- efficiency, pres sure distribution 
~ 
OF K 
lb/sec rg/sec velocity outlet tem- percent loss, paran ?ters- -­
it/sec n/sec -per; ur e W P ,  'stator arotor 
O F  K percent 
I 
~~ 
I 
I I 
547 559 37. 50 17.01 119 36. 3 -__-_- --_- 3. 55 _ _ _ _ _  
540 556 36.68 16.64 0.0099 1161 901 91.78 3.91 0.407 D. 115 
544 558 36.99 16.78 .0147 1486 1081 95.98 4.24 .402 .127 
54 5 558 36.85 16.71 .0196 1805 1 258 99.24 4.25 .342 .122 
542 556 37.03 16.80 .0217 1943 1335 100.75 4.39 .333 .114 
541 556 46.07 20.90 150 45.7 0.0098 1157 898 91.11 6.02 0.439 3.120 
544 558 45.90 20.82 .0149 1481 1078 94.23 6.46 .441 .128 
544 558 45.99 20.86 .0196 1789 1250 97.89 6. 58 .379 .125 
544 558 46.05 20.89 .0235 2023 1379 98.97 7.13 .318 .115 
537 554 58.43 26. 50 190 57.9 .0097 1092 862 83.18 9.71 .481 .127 
~~ ~ 
I 1 
1 I 
541 556 58. 56 26. 56 190 57. 9 0.0097 1108 871 85.09 9.84 0.467 3. 110 
542 556 58. 38 26.48 .0148 1415 1042 88. 58 10.41 .491 .125 
541 556 58.40 26.49 .0197 1758 1232 95.39 11.19 .413 .124 
542 557 58.42 26. 50 .0215 1855 1286 95.30 11.49 .402 .120 
543 557 58.27 26.43 .0234 1946 1337 94.43 11.04 .469 . l o 4  
1103 868 22.30 10.12 119 36. 3 _---- _--- 2. 37 
1119 877 28.21 12.80 150 45.7 ___- - _ _ _ _  - ___  2.53 
1123 879 35.59 16.14 190 57. 9 _ _ _ _ _  __ - - 5.42 
1120 878 22.26 10.10 119 36.3 0.0100 1770 1239 2. 31 
1108 871 22.45 10.18 119 36. 3 .0127 1935 1330 3. 52 
1109 871 22.21 10.07 119 36. 3 0.0160 2115 1431 101.89 2.68 0. 375 0:083 
1129 883 28.14 12.76 150 45. 7 .0089 1683 1190 97.16 3.68 .293 .061 
1141 889 28.46 12.91 .0123 1919 1322 101.02 3. 75 .248 .069 
1120 877 28. 54 12.95 .0159 2126 1437 102.69 3.94 .219 .069 
1123 882 28.08 12.74 .0181 2234 1496 100.67 4.02 .211 .062 
~ 
1130 883 28.10 12.75 150 45.7 0.0069 1550 1117 93.75 3.62 0.453 0.016 
1136 887 36.08 16.37 190 57.9 . l oo7  1759 1233 97.88 6.03 .299 .010 
1129 883 36.06 16.36 .0128 1929 1327 99.89 6.30 .288 .068 
1136 887 35.90 16.28 1 I .01 55 2084 1413 99.75 6.24 .30a .062 1133 885 36.26 16.45 .0168 2169 1460 100.87 6.40 .302 .068 
~ 
:emper­
ature 
rise 
,ariatior 
ratio, 
ATVR 
1.40 
1.44 
1.34 
1. 36 
1.40 
1.42 
1 . 3 5  
1.38 
1. 54 
1.47 
1.47 
1.44 
1.43 
1.47 
1.44 
1.23 
1.26 
1.22 
1.24 
1.36 
1.36 
1.31 
1.37 
1.36 
I ., , ~~ . .. . _... 
TABLE III. - Concluded. COMBUSTOR PERFORMANCE DATA 
(b)Blowout and reignition tests. Model 14; reference Mach 
number, 0. 1; fuel-air ratio, 0.01. 
RUn Inlet -air 
pressure, 
atm 
(absolute) 
1 1.36 

2 

3 

4 

5 1
-
6 1.36 
7 1.36 
8 1.16 
9 1. 16 
10 1. 16 
-
Inlet -air Air flow Ignitioi Blowout 
temr 
~ 
ature lb/sec kg/sec 
1-
OF K 
__ 
400 478 22. 56 10.23 Yes No 

350 4 50 23.25 10.55 

300 422 24.00 10.89 

2 50 394 24.83 11.26 

200 367 25.76 11.68 1 I 
150 339 26.79 12.15 Yes No 

100 311 27.97 12.69 

400 478 19.18 8.70 

300 422 20.40 9.25 

2 50 394 21.10 9.57 1 1
~ ~ 
11 1.16 200 367 21.89 9.93 Yes No 

12  1.16 150 339 22.77 10.33 

1 3  1. 16 100 311 23.77 10.78 

1 4  1.02 400 478 16.92 7.67 
1 5  1.02 3 50 4 50 17.44 7.91 1 1-
16 1.02 300 422 18.00 8.16 Yes No 
1 7  1.02 2 50 394 18.62 8.45 Yes 
1 8  1.02 200 367 19.32 8. 76 No 
1 9  . 8 8  3 50 4 50 15.11 6.85 Yes 
20 . 8 8  300 422 15.60 7.08 No I 
2 1  0.75 4 50 506 12.06 5.47 Yes No 
22 400 478 12.41 5.63 No 
23 350 4 50 12.79 5. 80 
24 300 422 13.20 5. 99 1
25  I 2 50 3 94 13.66 6.20 Yes 
26 i . 6 1  4 50 506 9. 87 4.48 1 Yes 
were made with model 14. Preliminary tests suggested that the addition of narrow 
strips between cans improved crossfiring during ignition but did not significantly affect 
the other combustion parameters. 
Combustion Efficiency 
Combustion efficiency data obtained with model 13 at three reference velocities and 
at two inlet-air temperatures are presented in figure 8. Combustion efficiency in­
creased with increasing inlet-air temperature and with decreasing reference velocity. 
At the maximum fuel-air ratios that could be attained without exceeding local-
temperature. limits of 2700' F (1756 K), combustion egficiencies generally ranged be­
tween 95 and 100 percent. The combustion efficiency obtained at the 1140' F (889 K) 
combustor -inlet temperature condition at t imes exceeded 100 percent. It is believed 
that improper sampling is primarily responsible. At the end of the tests made at this 
condition, it was  noticed that the top thermocouple had been bent slightly out of position. 
In general, the data indicate that combustion efficiency should be no problem with this 
type of combustor. 
Combustor reference 
velocity, 
ftlsec Imlsec) 
0 119 (36.3) 
- 1 I I I I 
al 

5 (a) Combustor- in let  temperature, 540" F (556 K). 
I I I I I 
.006 .010 .014 ,018 ,022 .026 
Fuel-air ra t i o  
(b) Combustor-inlet temperature, 1140" F 1889 K). 
Figure 8. - Effect of combustor- in let  condi t ions o n  
combustion efficiency of model 13. Combustor-
i n l e t  pressure, 3 atmospheres. 
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Figure 9. - Effect of d i f fuser- in let  Mach number  on  pressure loss of model 13. 
Combustor- in let  pressure, 3 atmospheres. 
P r e s s u r e  Loss 
In figure 9 values of pressure loss A P / P  a r e  plotted against diffuser-inlet Mach 
number for four combustor -outlet- to inlet-temperature ratios. Pressure loss in­
creased with increasing Mach number and with increasing temperature ratio. At a 
diffuser -inlet Mach number of 0.3 and a combustor -outlet - to inlet -temperature ratio of 
2. 5, the pressure loss, including the diffuser pressure drop, was about 4 . 6  percent. 
Temperature  Distribution 
Circumferential temperature profiles, for each of the seven positions on the exhaust 
rake, a r e  presented in figure 10. At a reference velocity of 150 feet per second 
(45. 7 m/sec), a combustor-inlet temperature of 540' F (556 K), and a fuel-air ratio of 
0.0235, maximum temperature differences of approximately 850' F (472 K) were ob­
served between the highest and lowest temperatures in any radial position. The maxi­
mum temperature at any position was 2720' F (1766 K), and the average temperature, 
excluding 10 percent at each side, was 2116' F (1431 K). The values of Gstator and 
'rotor for this condition were 0.318 and 0.115, respectively. 
At the same reference velocity, but at a combustor-inlet temperature of 1140' F 
(889 K) and a fuel-air ratio of 0.0181, the temperature distribution of this model 
(fig. lO(b)) was considerably improved. The maximum temperature difference between 
the highest and lowest temperature at any one radial position was approximately 520' F 
(289 K). The maximum temperature was 2545' F (1670 K) with an average of 2269' F 
(1516 K). The values of Gstator and 'rotor at this condition were 0.211 and 0.062, 
respectively. 
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(a) In let-air  temperature, 540" F (556 K); corrected average combustor ,-out let temperature, 
2116" F (1431 K). 
Figure 10. -Temperature distr ibut ion of model 13. In let-air  pressure, 3 atmospheres; 
combustor reference velocity, 150 feet per second (45.7 mlsec). 
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(b) I n le t -a i r  temperature, 1140" F (889 K); corrected average combustor-outlet temperature, 
2269" F (1516 K). 
Figure 10. - Concluded. 
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The values of ATVR for these two conditions were 1.38 and 1.24, respectively. 
Thus, the temperature distribution improved noticeably with increasing combustor-inlet 
temperature. Also, f rom an inspection of the profiles (fig. 10) at both temperature con­
ditions, it is apparent that the major problem is one of local hot spots. Velocity profile 
surveys made in the diffuser suggest that considerable improvement in combustor-outlet 
temperature distribution could be made by improving the circumferential velocity profile 
at the combustor inlet. 
The combustor -outlet temperatures, averaged along a radius and plotted against 
circumferential position, are shown in figure 11for the same conditions. Again, it is 
evident that the profile improved appreciably as the combustor -inlet temperature was 
increased from 540' to  1140' F (556 to 889 K). 
0 4 E 2ooo550[i 2 0 1 1 
-
m 0-
0 m 
ol n 1800 
L g, +Left wal l  Right wal l  --I
Wm m 
a, g (a) In let-air  temperature, 540" F (556 K); average combustor-outlet temperature, 2116" F (1431 K).L 
2 W 
c 7m 
-. 
2 0 0 0 k  Left wal l  Righ t r -
Circumferent ia l  position, looking upstream 
(b) In let-air  temperature, 1140" F (889 K); average combustor-outlet temperature, 2269" F (1516 K). 
Figure 11. - Average c i r cumfe ren t ia l  combustor-outlet temperature prof i le of model 13. I n le t -a i r  
total  pressure,  3 atmospheres; combustor reference velocity, 150 feet per second (45.7 mlsec). 
Average radial temperature profiles for model 13 at the same combustor-inlet con­
ditions are shown in figure 12. Here, at each of seven radial positions, combustor-
outlet temperatures a r e  averaged circumferentially, and the difference between these 
values and the average temperature for all seven radial positions is plotted against radial 
position, expressed as percentage of combustor -outlet height. The ideal radial profiles 
shown on these plots are representative of the requirements of current supersonic 
turbojet engines. At a combustor-inlet temperature of 540' F (556 K)a maximum devia­
tion from the average of 200' F (111K)was observed, while at 1140' F (889 K) the 
maximum deviation was  120' F (67 K). The average radial profile matched the ideal 
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Figure 13. - Reigni t ion and blowout tests of model 14. Combustor reference 
Mach number,  0.1; fuel-air  ratio, 0.01. 
profile more closely at the high-combustor-inlet-temperature condition than at the low-
temperature condition. All of the data with model 13 were obtained with uniform fuel 
distribution; as previously mentioned, some success in adjusting the radial profile 
through control of fuel flow w a s  demonstrated with other models. 
Blowout and Reignition 
Altitude blowout and reignition performance data obtained with model 14 are shown 
in figure 13. As previously mentioned, these tes ts  were not intended to map out the 
altitude performance of this model but were included solely to get an approximate idea 
of the altitude capabilities of this type of combustor. No efforts to improve altitude 
reignition, such as increasing spark energy o r  relocating the spark plug, were made. 
Similarly, no changes were made to the swir l  cans to improve stability. 
Tests were conducted at a combustor reference Mach number of 0 .1  and at a fuel-
air ratio of 0.01.  At a given pressure the combustor-inlet temperature was  decreased 
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(a) l n le t -a i r  temperature, 540" F (556 K); (b) I n le t -a i r  temperature, 1140" F 
corrected average combustor-outlet (889 IO; corrected average com­
temperature, 2116" F (1431 K). bustor-out let  temperature, 
2269' F (1516 K). 
Figure 12. - Average radial prof i le of model 13. I n le t -a i r  total pressure,  3 atmospheres; 
combustor reference velocity, 1% fee! per second (45.7 mlsec). 
until blowout occurred. After blowout the combustor -inlet temperature was  increased 
in small increments until ignition took place. 
The data in figure 13 show that at a combustor-inlet pressure of 1 . 1 6  atmospheres 
no blowout occurred at inlet temperatures as low as 100' F (311 K); reignition w a s  
possible at all temperatures. As  the pressure was  reduced to 0.75 atmosphere, blowout 
occurred at an inlet temperature of 250' F (394 K). For reignition at this pressure the 
temperature had to be raised to 450' F (505 K). At 0.61 atmosphere blowout occurred 
at an inlet-air temperature of 450' F (505 K). The reignition limits a r e  affected by the 
particular ignition system used. The blowout limits represent the reignition limits 
which might be attained with a properly designed ignition system. 
In general, the swirl cans performed well at the reduced inlet-air pressure and 
temperature conditions. The flames were  blue, and no streaking w a s  observed. Cross-
firing between cans was  good; at all conditions investigated, all the cans were ignited. 
The solid curve shown in figure 13 outlines an area of pressure and temperature 
conditions encountered in a typical advanced supersonic aircraft. Above this boundary 
line windmilling starts are required. At the low inlet-air pressures  and temperatures, 
the swirl-can combustors in  their present design would not meet this requirement. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A number of swirl-can combustor modifications were tested with ASTM A-1 fuel in  
a 21-can-array test section at the following conditions: combustor length (can outlet to 
exhaust nozzle), 20 inches (0.508 m); combustor -inlet pressure,  3 atmospheres; 
combustor-inlet temperatures, 540' and 1140' F (556 and 889 K); reference velocities, 
119, 150, and 190 feet per second (36.3,  45 .7 ,  and 57.9 m/sec). 
The best modification produced the following results: 
1. In the range of fuel-air ratios for an average combustor-outlet temperature of 
2200' F (1478 K), combustion efficiencies near 100 percent were obtained. 
2. At a diffuser -inlet Mach number of 0 . 3  and a combustor -outlet- to inlet -
temperature ratio of 2. 5, the overall pressure loss (including diffuser) AP/P was  
4 . 6  percent. 
3. The combustor -outlet temperature distribution improved appreciably with in­
creasing combustor -inlet temperature. At a reference velocity of 150 feet per second 
(45.7 m/sec), an inlet temperature of 540' F (556 K), and a fuel-air ratio of 0.0235, 
the temperature distribution parameters Gstator and 'rotor had values of 0.318 and 
0.115,  respectively. At the same reference velocity, but at an inlet temperature of 
1140' F (889 K) and a fuel-air ratio of 0.0181, the values of these parameters were 
0.211 and 0.062,  respectively. 
4. At a combustor reference Mach number of 0 . 1 ,  a fuel-air ratio of 0.01, and a 
pressure of 1.16  atmospheres, no blowout occurred at inlet temperatures as low as 
100' F (311 K). At a pressure of 0 . 7 5  atmosphere, blowout occurred at an inlet-air 
temperature of 250' F (394 K). For reignition at this condition, it was  necessary to 
increase the inlet-air temperature to 450' F (505 K). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results of this investigation a r e  sufficiently encouraging to suggest that the 
concept of combustors made up of individual swirl-can elements could be extended to 
full-scale combustors. The data show that combustion efficiency and pressure loss 
requirements should present no serious problems. The combustor -outlet temperature 
distribution presented some problems, but there was  sufficient improvement with in­
creasing inlet -air temperature to produce acceptable temperature profiles. Further -
more, we believe that in future applications substantial improvements in combustor -
outlet temperature distribution could be made through changes in airflow distribution 
at the combustor inlet. At the same time, additional improvements in temperature 
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distribution might be brought about by changes in the size and arrangement of the in­
dividual combustor elements. 
The greatest shortcoming of the swirl-can combustors was their altitude reignition 
capability. Additional development is required to improve the low -pressure, low -
temperature ignition l imits and combustion stability limits. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, October 8, 1968, 
126-15-02 -50 -22. 
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